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Scrap the royal colleges’ fellowships
Des Spence general practitioner, Glasgow

We are all a product of our time, a morass of contradictions,
conflicts, and prejudices. I was raised on a isolated Scottish
island, attended a comprehensive school, and worked in many
different jobs. I pride myself on my ordinariness and the
ordinariness of my medical work. Egalitarianism is branded in
my psyche. I am intent on never appearing intimidated—even
when I am. I am respectful but not deferential. I dislike titles,
including “Doctor,” reasoning that these are merely a weapon
of intimidation. Success and contentment are not in the gift of
others, or possessions, but a purely personal perspective.
So I have mixed emotions towards honours, knighthoods, and
the rest. These are from a class ridden past, mere baubles
designed to affirm separation and superiority. Today honours
strive to be more egalitarian, with the odd postal worker and
teacher recognised for their daily dedication. But honours are
still part political patronage, closed but to a select elite few. It

is the powerful and privileged, not the hardworking teacher,
who have the highest honour of falling asleep in ermine and
claiming expenses in the House of Lords.
What of medical gongs, the “fellowships” to the medical royal
colleges, presented in gowns at ceremonies with curling
cucumber sandwiches? Doctors are awarded these through
nomination by colleagues and subject to committee review.
Fellowships are seen as a tradition—harmless and an important
recognition of hard work and commitment.
I am not angry that I have never been nominated (or perhaps I
am just in denial). But aren’t fellowships outdated, just like
those badly painted portraits of past presidents, all looking the
same irrespective of sex, hanging on the college walls? They
are a product of yesteryear’s deference, club mentality, and
divisiveness, celebrating superiority and elitism, and they
reinforce hierarchy.
Some doctors also complain that those who pursue their medical
careers often do so to the detriment of their colleagues who are
left holding the on-call pager. Some even suggest that
fellowships are a cynical conspiracy to make money by preying
on middle aged insecurity. A fellowship to the Royal College
of General Practitioners, for example, costs £620 along with
some truly dreadful but expensive polyester merchandising tat.
The bottom line is that many ordinary, hard working consultants
and general practitioners never receive a gong or recognition.
What value do fellowships add to the profession? Aren’t
fellowships a potential barrier to challenging authority and the
establishment? Isn’t it time to review our medical honours
system?
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